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Abstract. The performance of a new content-free approach to image retrieval
is demonstrated. Accumulated user feedback data that specify which images are
(ir)relevant to each other and keywords obtained from a network game are recy-
cled through collaborative filtering techniques to retrieve images without analyz-
ing actual image pixels. Experimental results show the proposed method outper-
forms a conventional content-based approach using support vector machine. The
result was achieved by the combination of feedback data and keywords. Applica-
tions of the proposed scheme in query-by-text image retrieval is also discussed.

1 Introduction

A picture is said to be worth a thousand words. If this statement is true, it is no wonder
that computerized image retrieval is a challenging task. Image retrieval systems have
to know all the interpretations in order to respond queries from users. However, image
interpretation is a highly complicated perceptive process and currently only human can
perform the task.

Conventional content-based image retrieval (CBIR) methods deploy computer-centric
representations of images for automated image indexing. Typically, statistical charac-
teristics of pixel values or patterns in color, shape, and texture composition in an image
are used as image features. Similarity between images is computed based on the image
features. While this relatively simple scheme has achieved certain success, its perfor-
mance is severely limited because of the “semantic gap”, the difference between what
image features represent and what people perceive from the image.

Authors have introduced a new approach to image retrieval that directly utilizes hu-
man’s perceptual capability [6]. From evidences of how people perceive image contents,
our method reproduces human’s judgments on the contents. In our previous work, we
used relevance feedbacks as such evidences. It has been shown that relevance feedbacks
from users can improve the performance of CBIR. From output images the system pro-
duces, a user specifies which images are (ir)relevant to what the user desires to retrieve,
and the system adjust the internal parameters of similarity functions to adapt the indi-
vidual user according to the feedbacks. This is indeed one way to incorporating human’s
perceptial capability to CBIR. However, the use of feedbacks in the CBIR framework
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is limited by the “semantic gap”. Instead of processing images, we simply collect user
feedbacks to directly exploit human perceptive power and certain common, if not identi-
cal, tendencies that must exist among people’s interpretation and preference of images.
To illustrate the point, we call our approach “content-free” image retrieval (CFIR).

In this paper, we explore the use of keywords as evidences of human’s image per-
ception in addition to relevance feedbacks. Keywords are more explicit form for users
to express image contents than relevance feedbacks. Because it also takes more labor, it
has been considered to be expensive and unrealistic to ask people to manually provide
keywords to each image in a large-scale image database. Recently Ahn et al [14] has
proposed an interesting approach to make manual image labeling into a network game,
in which game participants are led to willingly do the labeling task. We obtained key-
words from this novel scheme and used a collaborative filtering technique to integrate
keywords and user feedback data for our CFIR system. The retrieval performance is
computed and compared with a standard CBIR scheme.

2 Related Works

Image retrieval has been an active research area for the last decade [10, 18]. It started
as a natural extension of document retrieval. Image contents were described using text,
typically keywords, and simply text retrieval techniques were applied to retrieve text
and associated images. The difficulty with this approach lies in how to get such text
data. As manual labeling is too costly, alternative sources are necessary. Many attempts
have been made to automatically classify images [13] or recognize objects in them [8].
Several methods have been proposed to learn the relationship between image regions
of specific color or pattern, and keywords [1, 15]. We expect constant progress in these
areas, but considering the complexity of the problem and the number of objects that
we have to deal with, it will be some time before the performance of automatic image
understanding becomes comparable to that of human beings.

Content-based image retrieval methods deploy computer-centric image descriptors,
typically low-level image features, and therefore suffer from the semantic gap [16].
Various features and associated similarity measures have been proposed that attempt
to imitate human visual perception. These attempts achieved only limited success so
far because human perception of images is complex and seems to be dependent on
context, purpose, and individual cases. No single set of features and similarity measure
is applicable for all the cases. Adapting similarity measure for each query improves
retrieval performance. Relevance feedback mechanisms with which users tell the system
which images are (ir)relevant to what they want, are widely adapted into CBIR systems
to adjust similarity measure computed from the image features. Many researchers have
reported that improved results are obtained [9, 12].

While it looks promising we observe two different types of limitation in the current
content-based methods with relevance feedback. Firstly, because our understanding of
human vision is limited, we probably do not have a correct set of image features to
begin with. Therefore, perception models based on those features will not satisfy all
the requirements demanded by the user feedbacks. Secondly, selecting several images
several times at each session will not provide enough data to train a complex vision
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model. To properly adjust the underlying model with sufficient complexity requires that
a large number of image samples be provided by the user. Recently, several research
groups pointed out the insufficient data issue and proposed to accumulate feedbacks
from the users in the past [4, 7]. Among them, the work by Möler et al is most similar
to ours [7]. Like others, Möler uses the accumulated user feedbacks only to expand the
current query and retrieval is done using a CBIR scheme, therefore the semantic gap
still persists.

Zitnick and authors introduced content-free image retrieval [6, 19]. CFIR tries to
take advantage of the fact that human users know the image contents. From prod-
ucts of human perception, CFIR seeks for the underlying knowledge. Similar ideas
are explored in world-wide-web image retrieval research. From HTML descriptions,
image file names, image path names, and alternative text for images are extracted and
analyzed[2, 11]. Text surrounding images are used as additional information [17]. These
kinds of information are manually attached to images either directly or indirectly, and
therefore considered to be more accurately describing the image contents. The avail-
ability of information from web pages is limited and we cannot use it to actively index
images. As mentioned earlier, Ahn et al proposed a novel image labeling scheme whose
idea just matches with CFIR [14].

3 Integrating Keywords and User Feedbacks into Content-Free
Formulation

3.1 Image Retrieval Problem

We formulate an image retrieval problem as follwoings. Here we consider query-by-
example image retrieval to contrast with typical CBIR systems with relevance feedback.
Suppose there are n images in the database, I = {I1, . . . , In}. The variable xi is a
logical variable associated with Ii. We denote xi = 1 when i-th image Ii is selected and
xi = 0 when Ii is not selected. The image retrieval problem is to predict the probability
of xi = 1 given an observed condition, such as XE = {x1 = 1, x2 = 0}, which means
I1 is selected and I2 is not selected by a user so far. We call such a condition set XE an
evidence set. Thus an image retrieval problem is computing P (xi = 1|XE) for all xi

that are not included in XE . In subsequent discussion, a notation for XE is omitted,
when it is obvious, to avoid clutter.

3.2 Rényi’s Entropy-Based Collaborative Filtering Algorithm

Since the possible combinations for XE are huge, it is not realistic to estimate all
P (xi = 1|XE) from data. Zitnick showed that by maximizing Rényi’s entropy, a
good estimation of P (xi = 1|XE) is obtained as a weighted sum of functions F =
{f0, . . . , fc}, where each of fi is a certain logical functions of {x1, . . . , xn} [19].

P (xi = 1|XE) ∼
∑

j

λijfj(XE) (1)

λij are Lagrange coefficients under the following constraints.

λT
i· = pT

i P−1 (2)
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pi =

⎡
⎢⎣

P (xi = 1|f0(XE))
...

P (xi = 1|fc(XE))

⎤
⎥⎦ (3)

P =

⎡
⎢⎣

P (f0|f0) P (f0|f1) · · · P (f0|fc)
...

...
. . .

...
P (f0|f0) P (f0|f1) · · · P (f0|fc)

⎤
⎥⎦ (4)

P (fi|fj) denotes P (fi(XE) = 1|fj(XE) = 1). We set f0(XE) ≡ 1 and fi(XE) ≡
(xi|XE)(i = 1, . . . , n).

In (4), the pair-wise conditional occurrence probability matrix P can be estimated
from user feedback data.

3.3 Combining Keywords and User Feedbacks

Zitnick’s algorithm shown in the Section 3.2 is a general framework and its applica-
tion is not limited to query-by-example image retrieval tasks. We apply the algorithm
to a case where keywords are attached to images. Consider the word database W =
{W1, · · · ,Wm} which contains m keywords. Ki denotes a set of keywords attached to
the image Ii. Each Ki is a subset of W . By introducing logical variable yj , which is as-
sociated with Wj , and allowing XE to include yj’s, we can derive the same approxima-
tion as in the previous section. Here we have f(n+j)(XE) ≡ (yj |XE)(j = 1, . . . ,m).

With our arrangement, the conditional probability matrix P is splitted into four sec-
tions as in (5). Note that we omitted the first row and the first column of P in (5) to
simplify the argument, however they are still reserved as described in Section 3.2.

P =
[

P1 P2

P3 P4

]
(5)

P1 defines pair-wise image-to-image relations and is equivalent to (4). P2 and P3 repre-
sents how words are attached to images. We set P2(fi|f(n+j)) = 1

tfj
, where tfj is the

term frequency of yj , and P3(f(n+j)|fi) = 1 when yj ∈ Ki. P4 defines pair-wise word-
to-word relations. Setting P4 as an identity matrix results in the exact word matching.
P4 may be pre-computed using a dictionary to allow expanded word matching. One of
the advantages of text data is that we can use additional resources such as grammers
and dictionaries [18].

4 Comparison of CFIR and CBIR

In this section, we compare retrieval performance of our CFIR algorithm and a standard
CBIR method. A set of 10,000 images were drawn from the Corel image library as the
underlying image database. The set consisted of 50 images from each of 200 vendor-
defined categories, so that the contents are broad and their distribution is balanced. The
performance two systems are compared by precision using the vendor-defined cate-
gories as the ground truth.
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Fig. 1. The interface for data collection of user feedback

4.1 Collecting User Feedback Data and Keywords

User Feedback Data. We collect user feedback data as evidences of how people judge
image contents to compute P. Ideally, the feedback data should be obtained from actual
usage history of a relevance-feedback system. Here, however, we prepared a tailored
data collection program. Having human subjects in controlled environments allowed us
to collect data systematically and thus to facilitate the data collection process. Figure 1
shows the interface used for data collection of user feedback.

25 human subjects (mostly students) were recruited to perform the data collection
sessions. 44 images were chosen uniformly randomly from all the 10,000 images, and
displayed to a subject. A participating subject is asked to sit at a computer monitor
screen. Among the displayed images, one image is highlighted as a target image (see
Figure 1). The location at which the target image is shown is randomized. The subject
was asked to group images that are “similar” to the target image and to each other. The
similarity criterion or the number of similar images to be selected was not specified.
Each subject conducted 100 sessions.

One may interpret that our data collection software is simulating a dumb image
retrieval system which simply returns randomly selected results.

Keyword Acquisition. We adopted the ESP Game to collect keywords for the images
[14]. It is a network game which leads participants to willingly do the image labeling
task. We registered our images with the ESP Game system and collected the total of
64,131 words in three months period. The maximum number of keywords per image is
41 and the minimum is 1. The keywords were lemmatized using WordNet and words
not registered as nouns in the dictionary were omitted [3]. The vocabulary size of the
ESP words is 3,073.

4.2 Reference CBIR (SVM) Implementation

We implemented a CBIR system using Support Vector Machine (SVM) as described in
[12]. For image features, we used color correlograms following [5]. RGB color space
is equally divided into 4×4×4 bins. Four depth levels are used, D = {1, 3, 5, 7}. The
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SVM uses a gaussian kernel with σ = 0.1 which we experimentally determined to
produce the best performance for our images.

4.3 Sample Selection

For CFIR, sample images are selected following the procedures as below: 1) Randomly
select k positive sample images from one category and k negative sample images from
the rest. 2) Compute output for the selected samples. 3) Evaluate the performance by
precision at scale=20, 50, 100. 4) Find k unlabeled positive samples from the top 100
ranked images, starting from the bottom, and label them. If not enough positive samples
are available, label negative samples from the top of the ranking. Label k samples in
total. 5) Iterate 2–4 two times. 6) Repeat the process for all the categories.

For CBIR, we followed the sample selection scheme described in [12]: 1) Randomly
select k positive sample images from one category and k negative sample images from
the rest. 2) Compute ouput for the selected samples. Rank images according to the dis-
tance from the decision boundary. 3) Evaluate the performance by precision at scale=20,
50, 100. 4) Label k/2 positive samples and k/2 negative samples from the 100 images
closest to the boundary. 5) Iterate 2–4 two times. 6) Repeat the process for all the cate-
gories.

4.4 Preliminary Experiment

First, we compared the performance of the original implementation of CFIR described
in 3.2 with the CBIR method. User feedback data was used to train the collaborative
filter. Figure 2 (a) shows the precision curves of the initial outputs and Figure 2 (b)
shows the results after the second iteration. Although the performance of our CFIR is
slightly less than a half of the reference performance in Figure 2 (a), it is still encourag-
ing because the performance is clearly better than a random selection ( ≈ 0.5% ) where
we started from. We think the poor performance in Figure 2 (b) (≈ 0.5%) is due to
insufficient training data. If an image is not connected with other images then the image
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Fig. 2. Precision curve comparison between CFIR and CBIR(SVM)
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will not appear in the retrieval result because there is no supporting data. Our sample
selection scheme tends to capture “connected” images and since the number of such
images is small, there may be none left after two iteration.

4.5 Retrieval Performance Comparison

The following configurations were compared following the procedures described in the
above.

– CFIR trained using user feedback data only (CFIRU )
– CFIR trained using keywords only (CFIRK)
– CFIR trained using user feedback data and keywords (CFIRA)
– CBIR (SVM)

Note that CFIRU is the same as in Section 4.4. CFIRA uses the same P from Sec-
tion 4.4 as P1. P1 in CFIRK is an identity matrix. For both CFIRK and CFIRA, P2

and P3 of (5) were filled using the relations between keywords and images obtained
through the ESP Game. P4 was set to be the identity matrix.When we select images as
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Fig. 3. Retrieval performance comparison
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samples, partial scores are granted to the attached keywords depending on how com-
mon the word is among the selected samples. For example, suppose image I1, I2, I3

are selected and the corresponding attached keyword sets are K1 = {W1,W2},K2 =
{W2,W3},K3 = {W2,W3,W4}, then the evidence set for this sample set becomes
XE = {x1 = 1, x2 = 1, x3 = 1, y1 = 0.3333, y2 = 1.0, y3 = 0.6667, y4 =
0.3333}.

Figure 3 (a)-(d) show the precision curves of the four configurations after the sec-
ond iteration for k = 1, 2, 5, 10. It is noteworthy that neither user feedback data nor
keywords alone was enough to train CFIR to perform better than CBIR (See CFIRU ,
CFIRK , and SVM in Figure 3). But the combination of the two makes CFIR to achieve
better result than SVM (See CFIRA and SVM).

5 Alternative Query Modes in Content-Free Image Retrieval

So far, images and words are treated equally. We started from a query-by-example im-
age retrieval system and then expanded it to incorporate with text information. Alter-
natively, a user can issue a query by first submitting keywords. That is, an evidence
set XE can containing only yj can be composed to compute the corresponding out-
put. For example, a sample query “Europe castle” is converted to XE = {y907 =
1(Europe), y445 = 1(castle)} and our algorithm described in Section 3 computes a

(a) Top 10 results for query “Europe castle”

(b) Top 10 results for query “brown dog”

Fig. 4. Sample outputs for query-by-text
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probability for each image to be preferred given the query, P (xi = 1|XE). Figure 4
shows preliminary results of our system for query-by-text.

The system takes keywords as queries and shows the intial outputs to users. Then
users provide feedbacks by clicking on the output images, and the system return the up-
dated results. By accumulating the feedbacks and keywords in queries that are obtained
through the interactions with users, the system can learn more about the images and
produce better retrieval results in the future. Currently the vocabulary size is too small
to produce practical outputs for a wide range of inputs. Integration with a full-scale
dictionary will be necessary.

Further a different mode of operation is possible. One interesting topic is word es-
timation from images. By first providing images, corresponding keywords can be re-
trieved following an inversed path of query-by-text image retrieval, thus image contents
may be estimated as words from sample images.

6 Summary and Conclusions

In this paper, we demonstrated the performance of a content-free image retrieval system.
As evidences of how human perceive images, relevance feedback data were collected
using a simulated environment. Also, descriptions of the image contents as keywords
were collected through the ESP Game. We extended our previously proposed method to
incorporate with keywords as well as user feedback data. The collected evidences were
accumulated and recycled in the form of a collaborative filter.

Experimental results showed that the combined use of feedback data and keywords
compensate achieve better retrieval performance than a standard content-based method
using SVM. although each data alone was outperformed by the conventional scheme.

Applications of the proposed scheme in query-by-text image retrieval was also dis-
cussed in this paper with some preliminary results. Our algorithm treats images and
keywords equally, therefore alternative usage modes are possible including image re-
trieval from keywords and keyword estimation from images.
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